**Week 10 (7-11 March):** Beginning of beamline interventions to make room for HF BPM and ICT

- Opened beampipe in 2 places near quadrupole magnets (MQAWD.412347 and MQNBR.412433)
- Brought beampipe and magnets to the surface for vacuum chamber modification and recertification of magnets.
- Replaced failed acquisition module on electron BPM 412343
- Troubleshooting on proton BPM 412319 ongoing (occasionally sends no-data since Fall 2021)

**Next week:** Finish beamline interventions and close beamline. Several other accesses: cathode exchange, BCT cabling, puisard, shielding of TSG4 tunnels for radiation protection, crane maintenance.

- Giovanni Zevi Della Porta